THIS PAPER describes a simple procedure for computing competitive market equilibria by means of matheniatical programming models with explicit representations of aggregate consumer behavior. Unlike existing procedures (see Ginsburgh and Waelbroeck [1975] , and Manne et al. [1978] ) which utilize sequences of linear programming solutions, this procedure requires only a single linear programming solution. It has been designed for use with activity analysis models which contain multiple production technologies for each good.
The major restrictions on the procedure are as follows. Consumer behavior is specified via linear market demand functions. They may be regarded as local linearizations of nonlinear functions or, alternatively, as estimated market demand functions. In either case, the demand functions are not necessarily integrable into meaningful utility functions for representative individuals. A set of numerical initial conditions is required, but they do not have to be market-clearing conditions. In building a model of an actual economy, the data set normally offers starting values which are appropriate in this respect. The initial demand functions must be such that their point elasticities, evaluated at the initial conditions, satisfy some requirements of consumer theory as discussed subsequently. Normally these requirements would be imposed in the estimation process.
Also, owing to the linearizations, the solution is approximate rather than exact.
If departures from the initial conditions are not great, then the linear programming solution gives an extremely close approximation to the equilibrium, as the examples below illustrate. A measure of the degree of approxiniation error is given by the amount of slack in the household budget constraints, i.e., the amount by which expenditures understate incomes.
Since it makes use of mathematical programrming, with its inequality constraints, the procedure is capable of extension to cases where markets are subject to multiple controls and interventions; therefore it appears usable in the context of price-endogenous models for economic policy planning. That was in fact the principal'motivation for development of the procedure. A companion study (Hong [1980] ) reports the experience in applying this procedure to large-scale models of a developing economy, in which institutional and other constraints to growth are represented. In the applied sense, perhaps the principal appeal of this approach is that it is capable of handling a large variety of economic specifications without revising the solution algorithm. In each case, a linear programming package is used.
In this paper we distinguish between goods and resources, and the model's maximand is the difference between the valtie of expen(litures on goods markets and the economic rents to fixed resources. If all goods and resources in the model, including the initial endowments, are regarded as tradeable, the maximand may be interpreted as the market value of the sum of excess demands. Shubik (1977, p. 221) suggests a model in which use of this maximand guarantees the efficient outcome in prices and quantities, but he does not address computational issues. As in Shubik's case, at the optimum the value of this model's maximand is zero.
In the present context, a competitive market equilibrium is defined (narrowly) as having the following properties: a) markets clear, b) price equals marginal cost for all goods, and c) the value of expenditures does not exceed the value of resources. In addition to exhibiting these properties, primal and dual consistency are required of the model. The paper's exposition begins with a model stated in general nonlinear form, which is not necessarily computable. A proof is given in Appendix A that if a solution exists, it corresponds to the competitive equilibriuln.
(In that general model there is no restriction on the shape of the demand functions.) In addition to a linear statement of the demand functions, creation of the linear programming version requires linearization of the household budget constraints which are bilinear forms. To achieve this, change-of-variable transformations have been used. While the linear transformations may appear awkvard initially, in practice they are easy to use, The structure of the paper is as follows: Section 1 presents the basic structure of the model in nonlinear form, Section 2 describes the linear programming version, and Section 3 discusses some numerical examples. One appendix gives the aforementioned proof, and the other describes in more detail the change-of-variable transformations required for the computable model.
THE BASIC NONLINEAR MODEL
The principal elements of any market equilibrium model are four: a technology and producer behavior specification, including resource limitations; commodity balances for market clearing; a description of how income is distributed; and representations of demand behavior. If the demand functions are not homogeneous of degree zero, i.e., they are not necessarily derived from individual or household utility maximization, then the household budget constraints will not be satisfied automatically. Therefore they must be added to the model explicitly. Included in the producer behavior specification is an equation setting price equal to marginal costs, to reflect the hypothesis of profit maximization. (Markup pricing could be specified instead by a simple modification of that equation.)
The marginal-cost pricing defines output price from the supply side, and the demand functions do the same from the demand side. Equating these prices ensures that price equals marginal cost in the primal solution.
(At the optimum, the corresponding dual values are proportional to the primal values; the dual solution is discussed further in Section 3.)
The basic nonlinear model can be written as follows for n goods (indices i, j), m resources (index k), v consumers (index h), and z production technologies per good (index t):
subject to Xi,h = quantity consumed of good i by consumer group h(h = 1, .. , v) rk = marginal value product of the kth resource (k = 1, * * *, m) qi,t = quantity produced of good i under production technology t (t = , *. * , z) Yh = income for consumer group h. b) The commodity balances allow for surplus production. Their shadow prices Ti turn out to be proportional to the corresponding p, at the optimum. c) For the resource constraints, the shadow price Ak equals the primal rate-of-return variable rk.
d) The income distribution constraint in effect defines ari asset distribution. It says that expenditure outlays yh for consumer group h cannot exceed the group's factor income flowing from its asset ownership, which is defined as bh,k. In models with only one aggregate consumer group, this constraint is unnecessary. e) Marginal-cost pricing is a fundamental attribute of a competitive market. It will hold as an equality only for those technologies in the optimal basis. For the other technologies, factor costs will exceed the price. In his "simple general equilibrium models," Jones (1965) also requires an explicit statement of the marginal-cost pricing relationship.
From these remarks, it may be seen that the primal equations describe the conditions which characterize a market equilibrium. One test of whether a solution corresponds to an equilibrium, in fact, is to check the primal equations to see if there is any slack. If all are binding (except for (7) in the case of nonoptimal technologies), then the solution represents an equilibrium position.
As stated, Model A contains nv + nz + n + v + m variables and nv + nz + n + zv + m constraints. However, not all constraints will hold as equalities at optimality. In particular, it is likely that only n of the nz constraints (7) will hold as equalities. If that is the case, then for there to be more than one feasible solution, we must have nz > n + v. In practice, this requirement is almost always satisfied with room to spare.
Among other authors' formulations, the ones which are most closely related to this one are those of Shubik, Yaron (1967) and Plessner (1957) . In Yaron's case, however, income was predetermined, so his model was effectively a partial equilibrium model for a given period, albeit updated for lagged income changes. Also, he did not include Equations (4), (5) and (6). Plessner's model also is close to ours in spirit. The essential difference is that income does not enter Plessner's consumer demand function, which it must if we are to depart from partial equilibrium formulations. Also, as a consequence, Equations (5) and (6) are not included in his system.
In one sense, the methods presented in this paper can be viewed as a generalization of the Samuelson (1952) and Takayama-Judge (1971) partial-equilibrium optimization models. Under partial equilibrium assumptions (approximately fixed income levels), those authors define an objective function which is a function of the quantity demanded and whose maximum is attained at the market-equilibrium quantity. In the present paper the models are constructed so that the own-price responsive demand functions are shifted as incomes and other prices change, and the maximand now is a function -of incomes. Rental incomes to fixed resources are represented as primal (as well as dual) variables, and their magnitudes contribute to defining the location of the demand fuinetions in the space of own prices and quantities. Another important feature which is not present in the partial equilibrium models is the explicit statement of the consumer budget constraints and marginal cost pricing conditions (perfect competition) on the supply side of the market.
Linearizations already are used in Model A and its only nonlinearity, apart from the objective function, is in Equation (5), the household budget constraint. It would seem a simple matter to approximate this equation linearly, thereby obtaining immediately a linear programming model. A direct first-order approximation to (5) was tried with numbers, and the optimization procedure exploited the error in the approximation which increased as the solution diverged from the equilibrium so that, effectively, equation (5) did not even hold approximately. The result which emerged was very far from the correct equilibrium. Therefore it is necessary to utilize a better linearization, one which gives a close approximation to (5) over a large domain around the equilibrium values.
An improved approximation may be derived by techniques of grid linearization, which require prior specification of the relevant range of values and use of variable interpolation weights on the grid points. Such a procedure is utilized for the LP . --)del which follows. The interpolation weights are variables (wMA,) and their values are jointly constrained by a set of convex combination constraints. Further details of the grid linearization procedure are given in Appendix B.
THE LINEAR PROGRAMMING MODEL
Although in linear programming format the model looks very differeint than Model A above, it should be borne in mind that it is the same model subject to the grid linearization needed to be able to handle Equation (5). As before the maximand has two components: the positive one consists of the current value of expenditure on final goods, and the negative one is a measure of rental income. These two magnitudes again turn out to be equal in absolute value in the optimal solution. When intermediate goods are introduced, the maximand remains defined as the value of expenditure by those economic agents whose consumption behavior is described by demand functions, less total rent to fixed factors of production.
In this simplest case there are n goods, m resoLurces, et consumers (households), and z production technologies per good. A new subscript s is introduced to denote segments of the demand functions. 
= -1
(17)
Definitions of Additional Variables and Parameters
The symbols in brackets denote the dual variables; b) The commodity balances and other constraints need not be satisfied in the initial conditions, but the demand parameters must be computed such that in the initial conditions the Engel aggregation, homogeneity, and Cournot aggregation restrictions are satisfied: where the point elasticities, as noted, may be computed from linear demand functions if necessary. Also, it is assumed that all E,ha > 0. Notice that, if the solution does not reproduce the initial conditions (in the budget shares), then these properties do not necessarily hold for the solution values. c) Cross-price effects are included explicitly in these demand functions, and in fact the demand functions are not required to be synmnetric in those effects. This is an advantage of the linearizations. d) Throughout, the relevant ranges of the demand functions are defined so that at least one x,o, > 0.
e) When the model is specified with only one aggregate consumer, Equation (14) is not needed and may be deleted.
f) It is assumed that Z = 0 is feasible. 
NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
In this section we report some solutionis of a numerical linear programming model of the type given by EqALuations (9)-(l9). Two kinds of examples are presented: one in which the model is expected to reproduce the initial conditions, and another kind in which the initial conditions are perturbed so that the model gives a new equilibrium. The perturbations cases are especially important from the viewpoint of applications, as they can be used to represent situations in which the initial conditions are not fully consistent, i.e., situations of initial or continling disequilibrium. In general, they can be used for comparative statics analyses.
Except for the latter cases, the initial conditions were coonstructed so that they represent a competitive market equilibriumn: markets clear, price equals marginal costs, and income equals the total value of resources. In a practical planning context, the raw or even p)ul)lishe(d data never are fully consistent, either in this sense or in the sense of satisfying all the required economic accounting identities. The construction of a consistent data base always is an important starting point for an applied model.
The numerical model used for the examples has two resources, two consumer groups, and three commodities. One of the commodities (no. 2) is purely an intermediate good, and the other two (nos. 1 and 3) have both intermediate and final uses. Each consumer group owns a share of both assets, although the proportions owned are different. Twenty-one segment variables are used per demand function, but using twice as many or half as many segments does not make a noticeable difference in the results. The data were constructed for these illustrations on the basis of representative aggregate parameter values for developing countries.
The parameter values are as follows in the notation of Equations (9) The initial consumer demand fuinctions in price-quantity space are defined by the requirement that they pass through the points (pi,o, qi,o) and by a matrix of cross-price elasticities which satisfies the relevant conditionIs from demand theory. Given the Engel elasticities, any number of such matrices can be generated by using Frisch's scheme (see Frisch [1959] ) and varying the values of the money flexibility parameter. For the solutions reported here, the matrices of cross-price elasticities are Note that in aggregate terms, the good 1 parameters are representative of basic commodities (e.g., food) and good 3 represents nonbasic commodities. For computing the demand parameters, the relevant range of 3S1 parameters as reported in the text S2 = b 2 increased by 10 over its S1 value S3 -b 2 increased by 20% over its 81 value S4 = b, increased by 30% over its S1 value S5 = technical progress in producing good 1: a*,,, increased by 20%'r, all t. (See text for definitions of expost variables p and y/p.) n.a. = not applicable.
price variation was defined arbitrarily to be (0.5p,,O, 1.551,.) . With these specifications, the illustrative model contains 27 e(quations (inclu(ling the objective function) and 100 variables.
Solutions
The primal and dual solutions are r eportedi in Tables T and II Solution   S1 reproduces the competitive market equLilibrium in both the primal and the dual, with extremely smnall approximation errors. Solutions S2 through S5 represent a series of perturbations of the resource endowments, and accordingly the results show changes in prices, incomes, and quantities. The income concept in the model is nominal (in current prices), and there is no mechanism for deter-mininig the overall price level. Its value is arbitrary. Hence the "real" income increase (y/p) is found &'x post by dividing the nominal income increases by the change in an index of the prices (p). For illustrative purposes, an aggregate price index was constructed ex post by using aggregate value shares in corisurnipt ion as weights. Good 2 has a weight of zero in this inidex.
For small changes in resource endowments the technology vectors in the basis did not change, and therefore relative prices remained unchanged. The larger resource changes shown in Table I of return to the two resources were equjalizedl. When relative resource endowments were ~increased sufficiently it was no longer possible to maintain equal rates of return. Under a change in the productionl function for good 1 (solution S5), rates of return were equalized but relative output prices varied.
The approximation error is manifested in more than one place. One mneasure of it is found in the objective function va]Lue, which is zero at the correct. equilibrium. The amount by which the objective function departs from zero equals the sum of errors in the household inicome-expenditure constraints. This may be compared to the total household income to gain an idea of the importance of the error. For example, in solution 812 the objective function is -0.2959 and the total inicome is 1185.46. Hence the aggregate p)ercentage error in the incomle-expenditure identities is 0.025'r' (0.00025), as reported in Table I immnedliately under the Z values. This solution may be regarded as an appr-oximiate competitive market equillib-rium, subject to that degree of error in the income-expenditure identities. The dual solution values also indicate the closeness to the equilibrium. Table II shows that the dual values are equal to their corresponding primal values in SI and approximately proportional to the primal values in the other cases. The dual-to-primal price ratios ("p-ratios"), for example, ranged from 0.0372 to 0.0381 in case S2. The amount of dispersion in the p-ratios for a given solution appears to be related to the amount by which the objective function deviates from zero.
The objective function does not exactly attain a zero value because that value is infeasible. The household budget constraints cannot be satisfied everywhere along a set of linear demand functions. An iterative procedure can be envisaged which entails changing the demand functions, so that Z = 0 becomes feasible. If one knows the true nonlinear demand functions, then the new parameters of the linearized demand functions could be defined so that they are "closest" in some sense to the true functions, but that topic is beyond the scope of the present paper. It should be noted that if the model is applied in a recursive annual manner, or in a medium-term comparative statics sense, then relative factor endowments would not be changing very much and hence the approximation errors could be expected to remain at the relatively insignificant levels of Table I .
Although this paper does not report systematic explorations of the feasible space, that space is quite large in all variables. To illustrate its dimensions, the model's constraint structure was combined with the objective function >i',h x,,,r p,. When this objective was then maximized, it attained the value 1698.604; when minimized, it became 132.217.
CONCLUDING OBSERVATIONS
The evidence presented in this paper strongly suggests that a kind of competitive market equilibrium can be reproduced by a linear programming model, subject to some important requirements. The principal requirements are linearity of the demand functions, availability of a set of initial conditions in numbers, and the use of activity analysis production functions. Also, the demand point elasticities, evaluated at the initial conditions, must satisfy three principal requirements of demand theory.
No claims are nmade for the algorithmic efficiency of the method; as of this writing at least two other linear programming methods of equilibrium computations exist (Ginsburgh and Waelbroeck, and Manne) . If the procedure of this paper has a comparative advantage, it is likely to lie in the area of planning model applications, and more precisely in that subset of applications which utilizes recursive annuLal analyses or short-and medium-run comparative statics.
APPENDIX A. EQUILIBRIUM PROPERTIES OF THE MODEL
In this appendix the following formal demonstration is made: a maximization model can be constructed, using explicit consumer demand functions, for which the optimal solution exists and describes a competitive equilibrium. Nothing is claimed for numerical solution procedures; in the rather general form in which the model is written in this appendix, it is unlikely that existing algorithms could find the global optimum.
Although application of an algorithm typically requires sc mle convexity assumptions, as do some proof procedures (e.g., use of Kuhn-Tucker conditions), the proof below does not need convexity, but compactness of the feasible set is assumed.
Consider v, consumers characterized by the following general demand correspondence: -= fh(P, Wh + r'bh) = {Xh I Xh,PX,', P'Xh c wl, + r bl,) (Al) for every Xh' in the feasible set, where xh is an n x 1 bundle of goods, bh a k x 1 endowment vector of factors of production owned by the hth consumer, and P and r, respectively, the n X 1 vector of prices of final goods and the k x 1 vector of factor returns. The symbol P (leniotes "is preferred to." In addition to selling his services at market prices, the hth consumer also has the possibility of receiving additional incolme t,, in form of a predetermined share of total excess profits from prodLCtion1:
In (A2) and (A3), Q represents the total production vector, D is a k x n matrix of input-output coefficients, and 0,, is the share of total profits accruing to the hth consumer. The variable ilvh is then a measure of excess profits. Clearly Eh 0/, = 1 and 0 -Oh S 1. Note that, by construction, the demand correspondence in (Al) is such that all income of the hth consumer is in fact expended (Debreu [1959] , p. 71):
Given (lefinitions (Al) to (A4), the following model provides a market equilibrium at its optimum:
Proof Following Debreu (p. 79) we define a CE as a set (x,,*, Q*, P*, r*) of points of R' such that:
(i) Xh* is such that {P*Xh* P*xhIP*xA h r*"bh + Oh(P*Q* r Eh bh)} for every h
(ii) Q* maximizes (P*) 'Q over D'Q c E bh (iii) r * minimizes (r*)' E bh over D'r Ž P (iV) >hXh = Q Condition (i) says that, for the hth consumer, Xh* is both a feasible and preferred consumption bundle relative to (P*, Q*) where wh = X*'bh + Oh(P*'Q -r*` >h bh); (ii) and (iii) imply that Q* is an equilibrium production relative to P*, r* and, (iv) asserts that the state (xi*, Q*) clears the markets. We first prove that the condition of Lemma 2, that Z*-=0 must necessarily hold at the optimum. This is easily done by noticing that, because of Lemma 1, this condition must be necessarily optimal if it is feasible. Since wh c 0 also by Lemma 1, furthermore Z* = 0 implies wh = 0 for all h's. Substituting wh = 0 in expressions (A6) and (A7) (the only two constraints containing Wh) feasibility is then directly proved.
Proof of (i) now follows from the fact that the demand function for the hth consumer is directly used to specify his consumption in (A6) (so that the revealed preference axiom is necessarily respected for all points on the demand curve), and (ii) and (iii) are given by Lemma 2. To prove (iv) note that by (A12) and (A14):
which compared with (A6) yields directly (iv).
Note also that the equilibrium described is a particular case of one treated by Debreu and thus his existence proof (pp. 83-85) applies. Existence of a solution for the maximum model is assured by the continuity of the objective function and the compactness of the feasible set.
APPENDIX B. CONSTRUCTION OF LINEAR PROGRAMMING VARIABLES AND PARAMETERS
The procedures used for the linear model assume a knowledge of the demand curves in a "base year." To facilitate dealing with a nonlinear problem via LP, change-of-variable transformations are utilized, as well as piece-wise linearizations. In particular, the LP model does not deal directly with the quantity variables Xi,hFor a given good i, the initial demand function in the price-quantity space must pass through the point (pi,o, x,o), as illustrated for one household in Figure 1 . (In the rest of this appendix, we omit the household subscript h.) First, the relevant range of the demand function is estab-where yi denotes the value of expenditure on good i at current prices. These interpolation variables, or demand segment variables, are the key to expression of the problem in LP format.
The model developed in this paper requires that the own price-responsive market demand curve be shifted (additively) or rotated (multiplicatively shifted) endogenously as income and other prices change. For purposes of exposition, we focus only on the effects of income changes in the immediately following paragraphs. Cross-price effects are handled 
where y is income, y' represents its percentage change, and Ei is the income elasticity of demand. If the second-order term is ignored, the percentage change in quantity consumed can be decomposed into the components due to income change and to price change:
where r1i < 0. The first right-hand term represents a movement of the demand function and the second term represents a movement along the demand function. Therefore, an alternative way of writing (c) would be
In Figure 2 , the distance KD, as a proportion of OK, represents xi', and the distance CG, as a proportion of OG, represents pi'.
If income changes but price does not change, then Equations (a) and (c) taken together ensure that the new value xi,, lies on the new demand function D 2 , as in the case of point H in Figure 2 . When both price and income change, the same effect occurs and also the computation of expenditure from equation (b) is exact-there is no approximation error even though second-order effects have been ignored in writing (e) and hence in (c).
In Figure 2 notice that the price is constant for a given demand segment, regardless of the income level. Thus points F and H are represented by the same LP choice variable wi,,, S = j. Suppose that the initial solution gave F as the equilibrium point, and in the subsequent solution E was the equilibrium. In terms of segments, a movement from segment j to segment k has taken place. The level of expenditure on good i in the new equilibrium should be given by the area ODEC. To see that this is indeed the case, Equation (b) can be given its geometrical. repre.. sentation. For simplicity, assume that only one demand segment enters the optimal basis. (By optimality, no more than two adjacent segments will enter.) Then, by Equations (b) and (c), the new expenditure level can be written 
Ignoring savings, income y also is given from the demand segment variables as y = S pi,sWi,s.
(i)
When income is defined independently from the factor side, Equation (j) becomes the income-expenditure identity. Likewise, the price variables may be stated explicitly in the primal program via the inverse demand function:
X,Xi -ThIhpi -Eiyy = 1-7,i-E.
When nonzero cross-price elasticities are introduced, similar construction procedures are utilized to derive the equations of the text.
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